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RNA Flexibility Prediction With Sequence Profile
and Predicted Solvent Accessibility
Hong Wei , Boling Wang, Jianyi Yang , and Jianzhao Gao
Abstract—Structural flexibility plays an essential role in many biological processes. B-factor is an important indicator to measure the
flexibility of protein or RNA structures. Many methods were developed to predict protein B-factors, but few studies have been done for
RNA B-factor prediction. In this paper, we proposed a new method RNAbval to predict RNA B-factors using random forest. The method
was developed using a comprehensive set of features, including the sequence profile and predicted solvent accessibility. RNAbval
achieved an improvement of 9.2-20.5 percent over the state-of-the-art method on two benchmark test datasets. The proposed method
is available at http://yanglab.nankai.edu.cn/RNAbval/.
Index Terms—RNA B-factor, random forest, RNA solvent accessibility
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INTRODUCTION

atomic mean squared displacement or uncertainty
in the X-ray scattering structure was measured by Bfactor. The B-factor is used as an indicator to reflect the
structural fluctuation of a biomolecule’s X-ray crystallography structure. The higher the B-factor, the more flexible
the biomolecule is. B-factor was widely used in the analysis of protein folding rate [1], protein disorder region [2],
protein active sites [3], and protein thermal stability [4]. It
is useful in understanding the structure and functions to
predict the B-factors.
It is a great challenge to revolve the protein dynamics for
experimental studies [5]. Molecular dynamics was used to
correlate temperature B-factors. However, it is time consuming to do that. Computation methods to predict B-factors
were needed. These methods include: normal-mode analysis
[6], graph theory [7], mean-field theory [8]. Recently, machine
learning-based methods were proposed: support vector
machine (SVM) [9], [10], [11], neural network (NN) [12]. And
multiscale weighted colored graphs (MWCGs), which integrates machine learning and graph theory [13]. These methods achieved moderate correlation coefficients to predict
protein B-factors.
Although there are many methods to predict the protein
B-factors, only two methods were proposed to predict the
RNA B-factor. The first method was proposed by Tian
et. al. [14], which predicted ribosomal RNA B-factor using
the sequence and structure information with least squares
support vector machine (LSSVM). However, the dataset
used in Tian et. al. [14] was small, containing only 13
crystal structures of ribosomal 50S subunits. In addition,
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no webserver or software is available for this method.
Recently, A new method, RNAflex was proposed [15].
RNAflex was built on a bigger dataset and performed normalization for consistence of structural flexibility across
different structure. RNAflex was built with SVM using
sequence profile. The sequence profile was got by querying RNA sequences against RNA sequence library with
BLASTN [16]. RNAflex achieved Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) of about 0.51.
In this paper, we want to improve the prediction of Bfactor by combing more sequence-based information. We
fused the nucleotide acid one hot vector, sequence profile,
predicted secondary structure and solvent accessibility.
Our new model achieved significant improvements on
two benchmark datasets.

2

METHODS

2.1 Dataset
The training and test datasets introduced in RNAflex [15]
were used to build the model and evaluate the performance
of our method. All structures were downloaded from the
Protein Data Bank (PDB) [17]. The resolutions of the struc
tures are < 3:0 A and the RNA chains contain more than 32
bases. The sequence redundancy was removed by CD-HITEST [18] with the cutoff 80 percent. The B-factor for each
nucleotide is represented by atom type C1. The training
dataset consists of 108 RNA chains, and test dataset consists
of 34 chains. We denote this test dataset by Test1.
To further evaluate the model, we build a new test dataset
following the procedure in RNAflex [15]. (1) RNA structures
were downloaded from PDB. (2) The structures were filtered

with resolution < 3 A and RNA chains > 32 bases. (3) We
removed the redundancy of RNA chains between the downloaded sequences and training dataset and Test1 using CDHIT-EST [18] with a cutoff at 80 percent. (4) We kept RNA
structures which were released after year of 2015. Finally, we

got 60 chains with resolution < 3 A (denoted by Test2).
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TABLE 1
Summary of the Datasets Used in This Paper

Fig. 1. The mean and standard deviation of B-factor values of each
sequence in training dataset. The distributions of the B-factors are represented using the average and standard deviation (error bars).

2.2 Normalization of B-Factor
Normalization of B-factor is needed, since different temperatures and refinement procedures were used for structure
determination. Fig. 1 shows that the averages and standard
deviations of B-factors for each sequence in the training dataset. The maximal average B-factor (161.7) is 9.7 times the
minimal average B-factor (16.7). It is necessary to normalize
the B-factors for each structure before building model. First,
we removed outliers using median-based approach [19]
with the following formula:
Mi ¼ 0:6745ðxi  x Þ=ðmedian ofjxi  x jÞ;
where xi is the B-factor value of the i-th base in the chain. x is
the median of xi . The base is assigned as an outlier, if jMi j is
greater than 3.5. We removed all outliers in the datasets. Second, all B-factors were normalized by the following formula:
Bi ¼ ðxi  mÞ=s;
where m and s are the mean and the standard deviation of
the B-factor values, respectively. Table 1 shows the summary of the data sets.

2.3 Features
Different types of features were carefully designed. These
features include:
One Hot Vector. Vector-based orthogonal codes were used.
A, U, G, and C are represented by four-dimensional vectors:
(1000), (0100), (0010) and (0001), respectively. These features
were also used in RNAflex [15]. (4 values).
Sequence Profile. Sequence profile was obtained by querying
the RNA sequences against NCBI’s non-redundant nucleotide library (nt) library by BLASTN [16] with an E-value
< 0:001 and a maximum of 50000 homologous sequences. To
reduce the redundancy of alignment, the Henikoff weight
[20] was used to weight each sequence in the multiple
sequence alignment. The formula to calculate the weight of
the k-th sequence is described by:
wk ¼

L
L
1 X
1 X
1
1
wk;i ¼ 

;

L i¼1
L i¼1 nk fk;i

(1)

Dataset

Resolution

Training
Test1
Test2

< 3:0 A

< 3:0 A

< 3:0 A



#Chains

#Nucleotides

108
34
60

28059
6448
18599

#Nucleotides after
removing outliers
26808
6015
10501

where L is the length of query RNA sequence; nk is the number of nucleotide types at the i-th position of k-th sequence
in multiple sequence alignment; Ak;i ¼ fA; C; G; Ug is the
nucleotide type in the k-th sequence at the i-th position; and
fk;i is the number of occurrences for Ak;i . An example of
how to compute Henikoff weight was provided in Table S1
in supplementary materials, which can be found on the
Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.
ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TCBB.2019.2956496.
After that, the profile for each RNA sequence with
dimension L  4 was got. The frequency of the base type j at
the position i, was defined by:
Pij ¼ log

"


Nij þ sij



L 
X

Nij þ sij
=

!#
;

(2)

i¼1

where Nij is the number of observed based type j at position
i; the number Nij is counted by the weight of each sequence;
sij is a small number correction to avoid zero values, which
is 9 if the base is the same type as the query base, and 0.3 otherwise; and L is the length of the RNA chain. (4 values).
RNA Accessible Surface Area (ASA). Accessible surface
areas (ASA) is the surface area of a biomolecule that is
accessible to the solvent. ASA values were predicted by the
program RNAsnap [21] and RNAsol [22]. (2 values).
RNA Secondary Structure(SS). RNA secondary structure
was predicted by RNAfold [23]. A nucleotide is encoded by
1 if it forms a base pair; and 0 otherwise. (1 value).
Normalized and Window-Based Features. Each feature was
normalized to the range of ½1; 1 using ½2ðx  minÞ=ðmax
minÞ  1, where max and min are the maximum and minimum values of the original feature.
Sliding window was used to encode the RNA base to
incorporate the effect of neighboring bases. If the base is at
the terminal, the values were set to 0. The half of window
size w was optimized on the training dataset with cross validation. The total number of features for each nucleotide is
ð2w þ 1Þ  11.

2.4 Machine Learning Methods and Metrics
Random Forest (RF). Random forest (RF) is an ensemble
learning method. It builds multiple decision trees by combining the outputs of all trees. The number of decision trees
were optimized. In this work, RF was implemented using
the scikit-learn package [24].
Support Vector Machine (SVM). Support vector machine
(SVM) was also considered for comparison. We implemented
the model using LibSVM [25] with radial basis function (RBF)
kernel. Support Vector Regression (SVR) was used to predict
the real value of B-factor. The parameters C and gamma were
optimized by a grid search to achieve the best PCC with
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TABLE 3
The Feature Contribution in Five-Fold Cross
Validation on the Training Set
Feature Group
All/ASAa
All/profile
All/Henikoffa
All/ASA_RNAsola
All/ASA_RNAsnapa
All/onehot
All/SS
All

PCC
0.5186
0.5508
0.5764
0.5775
0.5856
0.5889
0.5897
0.5904

a

Fig. 2. The performance of RNAbval with different sizes of sliding window.

5-fold cross validation on training dataset. The optimized values for C and gamma were 4, 0.00390625, respectively.
Ridge Regression (RR). Ridge regression (RR) is an effective regression method. The regularization parameter alpha
is optimized. The final model is with regularization parameter alpha 1. We built it by the scikit-learn package [24].
Neural Network (NN). Neural network (NN) was implemented using the deep learning library Keras (https://
keras.io/). Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) was used as the activation function in each layer. We set the mean square error
(MSE) as the loss function with the Adam optimizer. The
parameters optimized include: the number of neurons in
each fully connected layer and, batch size, dropout rate and
epochs. The final model was a three-layer neural network.
There are 512,256,128 neurons in each layer. The batch size is
50, the dropout rate is 0.3 and the epoch is 100.
Performance Evaluation. To measure the performance, the
Pearson correlation coefficients (PCC) between the predicted
values and the actual B-factor values were used.

3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Optimized Sliding Window Size and Parameters
The final model was built using the random forest with the
minimum number of samples in leaf nodes set as 1. The minimum number of samples in a node to stop the partition was 2
and the number of decision trees is 900. The size of the sliding windows is 25. We explored the hyperparameters in a
wide range and found the above set of parameters yielded
the highest PCC values. Fig. 2. shows the different performances of random forest with different sliding windows size.
It shows that the model achieves the highest PCC value with
the sliding window size of 25.
TABLE 2
The Performance of Different Algorithms on Training
Dataset With Five-Fold Cross Validation
Model
Support vector machine
Ridge regression
Neural network
RNAbval (Random forest)

PCC
0.5402
0.4331
0.4799
0.5904

sliding window size
50
50
50
25

All/ASA means that all features were used to build the model
except the ASA features from RNAsol and RNAsnap predictions;
All/ASA_RNAsol (All/ASA_RNAsnap) means that all features
were used to build the model except the ASA features from RNAsol
(RNAsnap) predictions. All/SS means all features were used to
build the model except the RNA secondary structure; All/Henikoff
means the model was build using all features but without Henikoff
weights.

We also try to build the model using other machine learning methods. Table 2 shows that results. Note that all the
values reported in the table were got by methods with optimized parameters. The performances of SVM, Ridge regression, and neural network with different sliding window
sizes were shown in Fig. S1 in supplementary materials
available online. It shows that the random forest model
achieved the highest PCC 0.5904 on the training dataset with
the 5-fold cross validation. In the following sections, we refer
our method as RNAbval.

3.2 Feature Contribution
To evaluate the contributions of each feature, we removed
one group of features at one time, and calculated the PCC
values on the training dataset with five-fold cross validation. Table 3 shows that the model with all features achieved
the highest PCC value 0.5904. The removal of feature group
decreases the PCC values. For example, the model without
Henikoff weights achieved lower PCC than that the model
with Henikoff weights. The biggest decrease was caused by
removing the ASA feature group. It indicates that ASA is
the most important feature in the model. The model without
the ASA values from RNAsol achieved lower PCC than the
model without the ASA values from RNAsnap. It shows
that the RNAsol provides bigger contributions than the
RNAsnap. The improvement of the proposed model is due
to the new designed feature of predicted ASA values.
It may be arguing that the redundancy between the predicted ASA values from RNAsol and RNAsnap. We compute
the PCC values between the predicted ASA values and actual
ASA values for each RNA sequence in the training dataset.
The actual ASA values were computed by POPs [26]. Fig. 3.
shows the PCC values from RNAsnap and RNAsol. There are
only 94 PCC values, because POPs can only outputs actual
ASA values in PDB format. It shows that prediction from
RNAsnap is quite different from the prediction of RNAsol.
The points above the dash line means the RNA sequences
where RNAsol achieved higher PCCs than that of RNAsnap.
It indicates that the prediction of RNAsnap is complementary
to the prediction of RNAsol. Our model get benefit from the
combination of predictions from RNAsol and RNAsnap.
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Fig. 3. The PCC values between the predicted ASA values by RNAsol/
RNAsnap and actual ASA values. The actual ASA values were computed by POPs. The points above the dash line means that RNA
sequences where RNAsol achieve higher PCC than that of RNAsnap.
The points below the dash line means that RNA sequences where
RNAsnap achieved higher PCC than that of RNAsol.

TABLE 4
Comparison With RNAflex on Training and Test Datasets
Methods

RNAflex

RNAbval (this work)

Traininga
Test1
Test2

0.5176b
0.5028b
0.4567c

0.5904
0.6061
0.4986

Improvement
14.1%
20.5%
9.2%

a

Results with 5-fold cross validation.
b
Results from RNAflex [15].
c
Results form the RNAflex webserver.

To further evaluate the ASA-based features, we compute
PCC values between actual B-factors and predicted ASA
values on the training dataset. The PCC between the predicted ASA values by RNAsnap and the actual B-factors
is 0.3282, while the PCC between the predicted ASA values
by RNAsol and actual B-factor is 0.3460. This suggests that
RNAsol achieved higher correlation coefficient than that of
RNAsnap. It is worth noting that the final model which
combined all different types of features achieved higher
PCC than just using part of features.

3.3 Comparison With Other Method
To compare the performance of proposed method with
RNAflex, we tested our method on the training and test
datasets (Table 4). On the training dataset, the proposed
method achieved PCC 0.5904 with five-fold cross validation,
while RNAflex achieved 0.5176. On the independent test
dataset Test1, our method obtained higher PCC than that of
RNAflex (0.6061 versus 0.5028). It indicates that the proposed method got improvement in both the training and
the test datasets. It also shows that our method is robust
that performances of proposed method in training set is
similar to the test set. Fig. 4 shows the predicted B-factor
values and actual B-factor values on the dataset Test1.
To further evaluate our method, we compared our
method with RNAflex on the new test dataset Test2. Table 4
shows that our method achieved PCC 0.4986, which is
higher than that of RNAflex (0.4567). RNAbval achieved an

Fig. 4. The predicted and the real B-factors on the test dataset Test1.

TABLE 5
Comparison Results on Protein-Bound RNAs
and Protein-Free RNAs
Complex
RNAflex
RNAbval(this work)

Protein-bound
a

0.56
0.6246

Protein-free
0.11a
0.2416

a

Results from [15].

improvement of 9.2-20.5 percent over RNAflex on two test
datasets. We further compare the average PCC in Test2. Our
method achieved average PCC 0.2597 with standard deviation of 0.3185, while RNAflex achieved average PCC 0.2036
with standard deviation 0.2564. It shows that the advantage
of the proposed method.
We further removed the redundancy between training
dataset and test dataset using BLASTCLUST with cutoff
30 percent. There is no change in Test1. The number of RNA
chains was decreased from 60 to 54 in Test2. The overall
PCC value was changed from 0.4986 to 0.5052 on Test2. It
shows that RNAbval achieved quite similar correlation
when the redundancy cutoff was changed.

3.4 Results on the Protein-Bound RNAs and
Protein-Free RNAs
To compare with RNAflex, we combined the cross validation
and Test1 results as [15] to get a larger dataset to analyze.
There are two types of RNA structures in PDB: protein-bound
and protein-free RNA. As shown in [21], [22], ASA prediction
for protein-bound RNAs are significantly more accurate than
and protein-free RNAs, probably because the former is more
stable than the latter. Motivated by this observation, we also
investigate the performance of our method on these two types
of RNAs. In the combined dataset, 93 and 49 chains are
protein-bound and protein-free RNAs, respectively. Table 5
shows the results on two different datasets. RNAflex achieved
an overall PCC value 0.56 for the protein-bound RNAs and
0.11 for protein-free RNAs. While the proposed method
RNAbval achieved 0.6246 and 0.2416 for protein-bound
RNAs and protein-free RNAs. RNAbval obtained higher PCC
values on the protein-bound RNAs than that of protein-free
RNAs, consistent with the prediction of RNA ASA in [21], [22].
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